
Atlantic Pollination - Eastleigh

Transporting equipment and traveling between bee 
hives with a RIDES e-cargo bike.

Atlantic pollination is a company that studies the effect of 
different stresses of the environment on bees. The research 
is carried out at different bee hive locations in the area of 
Eastleigh and Chandlers Ford. The current research running 
is looking at the combination of a pesticide as well as a 
dietary stress. (insert EU link). 

Matt uses the Tern for his journeys too and from different 
bee hive locations, he typically carries around 17kgs on 
each journey, including bee hives, frames, boxes and 
clothing. The longest journey Matt does is about 22 miles 
and the bike manages it with no problems. In total the Tern 
has done 270 miles in the 3 month trial and carried an 
estimated total of 250kgs. 



The advantages of an e-cargo bike over a car 
for local and off road journeys

Most of the journeys that Matt was doing in his car previously 
were only 5-10 miles each time and he decided for both 
environmental reasons and expenses it was much better for 
him to be able to cycle. The trail has enabled matt to 
understand what bike would be appropriate for him, the size 
was perfect and the carrying capacity was enough for his work. 

The Tern is much better than the car for the journeys Matt is 
taking, with a variety of on and off road cycling to get to the 
destinations. The bike handles rough and wet roads really well, 
making the hard to reach places easy to access. The bike was 
nimble, good on tracks and was easy to handle with no 
problems riding it as it rides like a normal bicycle. Matt also 
liked how riding the bike was still enabling him to get some 
exercise into his daily routine. 

“The RIDES project enabled me to dispose of the car. The Tern 
fits my load perfectly, I can make nearly all my journeys on the 
bike carrying the equipment I need. ”



And what about after the RIDES trial

Matt would love to have his own bike in the future and will 
be essential for him continuing to run his business now that 
he has no car. This depends on what contracts and research 
Atlantic Pollination win next year. Matt would love to keep 
the work he is doing as sustainable, cost effective and fun, 
using an e-cargo bike to continue with the local travel. SCC 
will support Matt to find an appropriate bike for his work 
and suggest local suppliers if he so requires. 

More positives of the RIDES trial

Matt has found using the RIDES bikes really enjoyable and has 
had a lot of local interest in the bikes when riding them. When 
there was a problem with the bike the maintenance team were 
over at the house to fix the problem in no time. 

“There is a hill between the site and Eastleigh which I could 
never make up on a push bike but with the turbo setting on the 
Tern its no feat!”


